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Whenever my husband and I travel, whether it’s for a 
few days for a few weeks, we worry about our fur baby, 
Kaya. What if she gets injured or sick while we’re away? 

We always leave her in capable hands, either at our home or at a 
friend’s home, but nothing compares to being with her ourselves. 
During our most recent trip to Thailand, one of our worst fears 
came true.

Kaya escaped. Early in the morning, she slipped out of our 
friend’s patio area through a gate that was accidentally left open. 
My mind immediately started racing with questions. Was she 
wearing her collar? Would she try to go home? What if she darted 
out in front of a car? What if she tried to go home and we weren’t 
there? How would we ever find her? We adopted Kaya (formerly 
known as Twinkle) from SOSD in February 2014. She has made 
huge strides in her socialisation and confidence, but she is still 
a very timid dog. We worried that even if friends found her, she 
would not go to them. We booked the first available flights back. 
That would get us into Singapore that evening. All we could do 
was wait.

As soon as Kaya escaped, our friends ran after her, barefoot and 
pajama-clad, through hawker centres, park connectors, and over 
the CTE, for about 2km. However, once Kaya crossed busy Upper 
Serangoon Road, they lost sight of her. That was still 3km from 
our condo. She would have had to cross two major intersections 
without injury to get home. My hope started to fade. I tried my 
best to stay positive, but my heart was full of worry and regret. 
Why did I leave her behind? Why didn’t I remind my friends to 
latch their gate? I knew no one was to blame but, regardless, I 
blamed myself. I imagined Kaya, crouched in a ditch somewhere, 
injured from a traffic accident.

The only thing that renewed my hope was the SOSD vollies. 
They were truly amazing! SOSD adopters and vollies immediately 
created a WhatsApp group to coordinate the search efforts. 
I texted pictures of Kaya from my phone, and someone made a 
missing poster to put up in the neighbourhood. Friends and 
vollies traced our usual walking route to look for Kaya and ask 

shop owners if they had seen her. Within a few hours, we had 
word that shop owners a few blocks from our condo had seen her 
that morning! My hope was renewed!

As we were waiting to board our plane at about 4pm, we got the 
best news in the world. Kaya had been found!! I started laughing 
and crying in the middle of the airport, and my husband and I 
hugged happily, overjoyed that our sweet Kaya was okay. 

When we got back to Singapore, vollies gave us the scoop on 
Kaya’s adventures. After our friends lost sight of her, she ran the 
remaining 3km to our condo. She managed to get into a gated 
complex, get into the correct building, get on the elevator, and 
get off on the 10th floor rather than the 20th where we live. She 
sat outside unit #10-09 (we live in unit #20-09) and waited 
patiently until the couple who lived there opened the door to go 
to work. The woman stared at Kaya, and Kaya stared back at the 
woman. Both were equally scared! After a moment’s hesitation, 
Kaya darted into the strangers’ apartment and, upon seeing it was 
not her own, ran into their guest bathroom and hid. The couple 
needed to go to work, so they left Kaya in the bathroom and went 
about their day! So, Kaya was back in our building and out of 
harm’s way by 8.30am in the morning! When the couple returned 
that evening, they reported the strange dog to the guards who had 
already been alerted that Kaya was missing. The guards called the 
SOSD vollies and the rest is history!

Of course, I never want to leave Kaya behind again, but the 
amazing thing about this story is how much it showed us about 
Singapore Street Dogs’ intelligence and resilience. They are 
such smart dogs! If you choose to bring one into your family and 
your heart, she will be a part of your family forever. She will do 
whatever it takes to get back to you. She will know that she has 
found her home, and she will bond with you in a way you never 
knew possible. And you will be joining an incredible community 
of fellow lovers and advocates of Singapore Specials. Thank you 
SOSD for not only bringing Kaya into our lives but for helping us 
find her when she went missing. We could not imagine our lives 
without this special girl! 
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Lucinda and her husband’s worst fears came true when Kaya slipped away from 
their friend’s home while the couple was on vacation. 



Periodontal disease = plaque formed due to bacteria and/or its by 
products + inflammatory response by the dog’s immune system

Plaque is formed when bacteria in the mouth accumulates into 
a thin layer on teeth. The minerals in saliva harden the plaque into 
a hard material called calculus (or tartar), which is difficult to 
remove. 

When left alone, plaque and calculus spread under the 
gum line of teeth and infect the surrounding tissues, leading to 
gum disease. The dog’s immune system detects these foreign 
organisms and initiates an inflammatory response by secreting 
chemicals to kill the bacteria. However, this also causes further 
damage to the surrounding tissue of the infected tooth.

The damaged tissue may result in poor tooth attachment to the 
gums, and the tooth may shift. Not only that, severe gum disease 
could potentially lead to loss of infected teeth and other life-
threatening complications. This happens as the bacteria spreads 
to other parts of the body and causes infection. 

It is therefore advisable to practice good dental hygiene as 
medical expenses of a sick dog is much greater compared to 
regular preventive dental treatment.

Signs and symptoms to watch out for 
(at least once a week):
• Bad breath
• Red/swollen/bleeding gums
• Discoloured teeth (yellow/brown plaque stains near gum line)
• Misaligned/loose/broken/missing teeth
• Change in eating/chewing habits 
   (loss of appetite, excessive drinking)
• Pawing at face or mouth
• Behavioural changes (depression/aggression)
• Excessive drooling or vomiting
• Bumps/growths in mouth

How can we help our dogs achieve healthy 
teeth for life?
• Daily dental cleaning is highly recommended, but sometimes, 
busy schedules may not allow for daily brushing of the dog’s teeth, 
so every two days is also acceptable
• Regular visits to the dentist is a must
• Giving your dog things to chew on (such as hard dog food or soft 
chew toys) would facilitate removal of plaque and strengthen teeth 
and gums. However, please note that this is not a substitute for 
teeth brushing. Avoid hard chew toys as they may result in tooth 
fractures.
• Try feeding your dog dry and crunchy foods instead of wet 
and soft foods as such sticky foods tend to stick to the teeth and 
encourage bacteria buildup
• It is not advisable to change the eating/chewing habits of older 
dogs as they may have weaker or missing teeth and will have an 
established routine that they are comfortable with
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HEALTH 
IN 
FOCUS FRESH BREATH 

FOR FIDO!
Tips for teeth brushing:
• It is best to start young to allow the dog to develop a habit of 
daily teeth brushing
• Making the experience pleasant for the dog would help him/
her to look forward to teeth brushing (using a soothing voice and 
giving rewards after teeth brushing might help)
• For dogs new to teeth brushing: start slow to allow the dog 
to become accustomed to the procedure, and then gradually 
increase the area cleaned from day to day
• Please stop brushing if your dog becomes agitated as you don’t 
want him to think of teeth brushing as a negative experience
• Exercising the dog before teeth brushing might help in making 
him tired and he may sit still during the procedure
• The use of veterinary toothbrushes would allow for plaque 
removal without causing harm to tooth surface. You can also use 
cheaper substitutes like children/baby toothbrushes as they’re soft.
• DO NOT use toothpaste meant for humans for your dog as 
most of these contain fluoride, which is poisonous to dogs. 
Instead, use toothpastes specially formulated for dogs.

Visiting the dentist:
It may be clichéd, but prevention is always better than cure.
Regular visits (every six to 12 months) to the dentist is important 
as early detection of gum disease would allow for treatment before 
the disease progresses on and results in severe complications.

Similar to dental checkups for humans, a typical dental visit 
involves an oral examination, followed by procedures such as 
scaling and polishing of teeth, based on the vet’s diagnosis. 
Antimicrobials may also be prescribed in certain cases, depending 
on disease severity.

Dental procedures would likely require anaesthesia of the dog. 
Anaesthesia is required for good reason, namely:
• It is difficult to conduct an oral examination on an animal that’s 
wide awake
• Sharp instruments are used in dental scaling, so any movement 
by the animal may result in injury to both the vet and animal
• It allows the dentist to reach parts of the teeth and/or mouth that 
is not easily accessible when the animal is awake, as dental scaling 
involves very thorough cleaning
• The dentist may place a tube through the animal’s mouth to keep 
the airway open and this prevents inhalation of saliva and debris 
removed during scaling. Dental plaque is rich in bacteria and may 
cause respiratory diseases if inhaled.

ADOPT ME!

Taro is good with other dogs — in fact, he loves hanging out with dogs more 
than being around humans. He spends his day lying in a corner, his comfort 
zone. Occasionally, he may come up to you and sniff you or look at you for a 
loving pat. It may sound trivial but these are big steps forward for Taro. 

Taro needs someone who is patient and dedicated, someone who is willing 
to sit down beside him and slowly draw him out of his shell. He is a really 
sweet and lovable boy once you get to know him better.

Taro is HDB-approved. 

Check out Taro’s rescue and recovery:
www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.644929798890966.1073741867.212281025
489181&type=3.  

Due to complaints from her neighbours, Joy is forced to evict. Neighbours 
probably complained that she barks when people walk pass the door, but 
when our volunteers visited her, she did not. She was friendly, a little jumpy, 
and playful when our volunteers met her. 

Joy is about 4 years old, and it is really sad that she has to leave her owner 
and the place she calls home very soon...
Her owner can’t bear to let her go, but because of the pressure from her 
neighbours and authorities, there isn’t really a choice. 

Joy won’t be HDB-approved.

If you are keen to adopt Taro or Joy, please fill up this form: sosd.org.sg/adopt-a-dog/how-to-adopt/adopter-sign-up-form/ 
and our rehoming team will get in touch with you shortly.

Joy, 4 years old, female

Taro, 3 years old, male



AGAINST ALL ODDS

Toffee embodies the very statement of strays having a tough 
life. As a mere seven-month-old puppy, the plight of 
this stray was brought to SOSD’s attention through the 

SOS hotline, as a dog involved in a hit-and-run incident with 
an industrial lorry in Woodlands. The consequences of such 
irresponsibility were borne by Toffee, in the form of various 
reconstructive surgeries undertaken on his hind legs. Initial 
appeals for a fosterer that could cater to his specialised needs 
proved unpromising, hence he spent the remainder of his formative 
months either warded in hospital, or resting in the shelter. 

This changed when a volunteer at the shelter decided to bring 
him home after his fourth surgery, and recovering from two 
further surgeries after that. Daily flushing of a gaping wound on 
his left hind leg was needed to prevent bone infection, along with 
various antibiotics, medications and supplements to boot. The 
recovery process included multiple sessions of hydrotherapy 
per week as advised by his veterinarian. This was to ensure that 
the muscles in his hind legs had sufficient blood flow to them, 
to prevent the muscles from wasting or under-developing. On 
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Ran over and left to perish, tenacious Toffee has come a long way from the accident that nearly claimed 
his mobility, thanks to his fosterer — and now adopter — who never gave up. 

days that hydrotherapy was absent, his fosterer used a hot towel 
as a compress, massaging and rotating his hind legs to accustom 
him to the movement and momentum of walking. This process 
was spread out along a period of eight months. 

Though initially intended as a foster dog, Toffee spared no 
opportunity in charming his way into the hearts of his foster 
family — and eventually a forever home. Though left crippled and 
hunched as a result of the accident, his physical imperfections 
laid no boundaries on the amount of love he had to give. His 
adopter, who proudly admits that he is a huge blessing in her 
life, reciprocates this fully.

Street dogs like Toffee have much more to give than being 
a loyal companion. They remind us of the simpler things in 
life, to be forward looking and to be humble whilst doing so. 
It’s said that what does not kill you makes you stronger. It’s 
inspiring to us humans that dogs can be the ones to demonstrate 
uninhibited strength and unconditional trust, even when faced 
with overwhelming odds. 

Adopt, don’t buy! 

UP CLOSE AND 
PERSONAL

Excited jumping and licking, getting smothered by dog farts in your car… it’s all part 
of being a volunteer, as Kuan Siong fondly relates. 

Kuan Siong’s involvement with SOSD started when he 
became a sponsor for Girl Girl. As a sponsor, he went 
through training under Uncle Chew so that he could 

handle his sponsored dog. As Girl Girl is a very easy dog to walk, 
he chose to let other vollies walk her and took up the challenge of 
walking more difficult dogs. Thus began his journey as a Saturday 
pack walker. Feliz, known for her tendency to pull on the leash 
and food-aggression issues, was assigned to him on pack walks. 
Over time, Kuan Siong managed to condition Feliz to walk by 
his side and Feliz’s tendency to tug on the leash diminished 
significantly enough for some handlers to walk her properly. The 
first time Kuan Siong fed Feliz was his first experience with a dog 
with food aggression. Feliz actually leapt up at him when he tried 
to coax her to eat. Luckily, there were no injuries and over time, 
Kuan Siong has gained Feliz’s trust and affection such that he 
can even remove her food bowl. Feliz has indeed come a long way 
since the first day Kuan Siong handled her. Very often, Feliz will 
jump around him and try to lick him affectionately.

Besides being a pack walker, Kuan Siong is also involved in 
the transport and SOS teams. As a transporter, he ferries dogs 
to events, vet visits and between potential fosterers’ or adopters’ 
homes. There are often funny stories that get shared between 
transporters when they do their job. Kuan Siong recalls one 
such incident when he had to ferry Xiang Xiang and Ya Ya from 
an event to the SOSD Rehabilitation Centre (SRC). The pair of 
dogs were very well behaved and sat quietly at the back of his car 
when the journey started. In fact, both dogs were very obedient 
throughout the journey except that they kept letting out gas. Kuan 
Siong thought the pair had defecated in his car as the entire car 
was engulfed in flatus.

Another incident happened when he was ferrying Poppy from 
an adoption drive back to SRC. Poppy was so tired that he actually 

fell asleep on the front seat while sitting down throughout the 
journey. As Kuan Siong prefers not to ferry dogs in carriers, the 
dogs sometimes do go around the front dashboard. However, he 
always makes sure that they will not be able to affect his driving 
by limiting the length of the leash. A common trick he uses while 
ferrying whiny dogs would be to put on some music.

Being the IC of the SOS team, Kuan Siong has done a few 
rescues. The first case is always the most memorable. He fondly 
remembers the time when he was handed details about the case 
and was asked to assess the dog and situation. The dog in question 
was none other than Coffee. When Kuan Siong first went to 
Coffee’s home, he was barking at him initially. However, Coffee 
soon warmed up to him, became friendly and wanted to play. 
After presenting the assessment findings to the SOS team, it was 
decided to bring Coffee in and rehome him. Bringing Coffee in 
was a challenge as he refused to get into Kuan Siong’s car. Only 
after much coaxing and luring did Coffee get into the car an hour 
later. Rescued dogs seem to always remember their rescuers, and 
this is very true when we see the behaviour of dogs towards the 
SOS team. Coffee is very affectionate towards Kuan Siong and 
will often look for him when out on pack walks. Coffee, like Feliz, 
will exhibit the same jumping and licking routine when he is near.

Another rescue dog he fondly remembers is Roland — 
affectionately called “Kuan Siong’s little horse” by SOSD 
president Dr. Siew. He is the largest dog at the shelter. People 
often get intimidated when they first see Roland, but he is in fact 
a gentle giant. Kuan Siong often brings Roland to the vet for his 
treatment, and he recalls a time when he left Roland with the 
nurses, and Roland actually barked for him while he went to drive 
the vehicle to the clinic. Roland may not jump and lick Kuan Siong 
like Feliz and Coffee, but he still recognises Kuan Siong and will 
tend to walk towards him.



OUTREACH @ SOSD

SOSD’s Outreach team visited Hwa Chong Institution on 30 
January!

This time, we are working on a collaboration with a small team of 
teenagers on spreading awareness of our cause at SOSD. These 
boys are excited to come onboard a specialised programme 
specially designed for them to help prepare our dogs to become 
more adoptable!

It is encouraging knowing that our future leaders take such 
interest in rendering help to our Singapore Specials!

Stay tuned to our portal for our outreach efforts!

Team Outreach visits Hwa Chong Institution!

ADOPTION DRIVE @ CORNERSTONE

Date: Sunday, 5 April 2015 Time: 1-5pm
Venue: The Cornerstone, Bishan Park 2, 1380 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 1, S(569830)
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UPCOMING 
EVENTS

What better way to chill on a lazy Sunday afternoon than grabbing a coffee and meeting our 
furkids? Our next adoption drive will be at the Cornerstone, and nearly 20 of our adorable 
furries — including Anita and Bandit, as pictured — are looking forward to meet everyone!

Bandit

Anita


